
 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL
REF NO: 3PL/2018/1323/F CASE OFFICER Rebecca Collins

LOCATION: SWAFFHAM APPNTYPE: Full
Land north of Green Way POLICY: In Settlemnt Bndry
Ecotech Business Park, Swaffham ALLOCATION: N

CONS AREA: N

APPLICANT: Norfolk Constabulary
Operations & Communications Center
Jubilee House

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: Mr Mark Camidge
Chaplin Farrant 51 Yarmouth Road

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: New Police Station building and construction of hardstanding / landscaping, new access and
external works

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The application is a major planning application.

KEY ISSUES

Principle
Character and Design
Amenity
Access and car parking
Trees
Other matters

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

New Police Station building and construction of hardstanding / landscaping, new access and external works

SITE AND LOCATION

The application site is located to the north of Swaffham off an existing industrial estate and behind/to the
west of Waitrose superstore and to the south of the A47.

The site is currently a large, flat grassed site with vegetation to the perimeters of the site.

There are a number of 1 to two storey buildings surrounding the site and the four storey Eco-Tech building.
The surrounding buildings are constructed of a variety of materials including buff brick, render and cladding.

Norfolk Constabulary require a new Police station to replace the existing Swaffham Police station and to
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consolidate the various departments that are currently dispersed around the west of Norfolk.

EIA REQUIRED

No

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

No relevant site history

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies and the
adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance  have also been taken into account, where appropriate

CP.03 Employment
CP.04 Infrastructure
CP.06 Green Infrastructure
CP.09 Pollution and Waste
CP.10 Natural Environment
DC.01 Protection of Amenity
DC.06 General Employment Areas
DC.12 Trees and Landscape
DC.13 Flood Risk
DC.14 Energy Efficiency
DC.16 Design
DC.19 Parking Provision
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

Not Applicable

CONSULTATIONS

SWAFFHAM TOWN COUNCIL
No objections.
ANGLIAN WATER SERVICE
The foul drainage from this development is in the catchment of Swaffham Water Recycling Centre that will
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have available capacity for these flows.

The sewerage system has capacity for used water flows.

A surface drainage strategy condition is recommended with the preferred method of drainage being SUDs.
HIGHWAYS ENGLAND
No objection.
NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS
The site is located at the end of the Ecotech Business Park - a private industrial estate, which is maintained
by Breckland Council.  A ghost island right turn lane provides refuge for right turning vehicles from Castle
Acre Road into Green Way and connectivity to the site is good for all sustainable modes of
transport.

The road, accesses and footway fronting the site have been constructed and visibility has been preserved. I
note that the most southerly access is to be widened and, given the private nature of the road and that there
are no plans to adopt it, the applicant may wish to consult the Assets team in this respect. I would however
suggest that the access be surfaced in accordance with Norfolk County Councils Light Commercial
specification.

Car parking is provided in excess of the adopted guidelines and I am assuming that this relates to the
operational vehicles associated with the use which will be stationed on site.  The 10 cycles spaces proposed
fall short of recommended guidance and I would propose that a secure and covered facility for 34 cycles is
provided to encourage cycling as a sustainable means to accessing the development.  Subject to this, no
objections, subject to a condition with regards to the access and car parking being laid out in accordance
with the approved plans.
FLOOD & WATER MANAGEMENT TEAM
This application falls below our current threshold for providing detailed comment. This is because the
proposal is for less than 100 dwellings or 2 ha in size and is not within a surface water flow path as defined
by Environment Agency mapping.  The Council should satisfy itself that the applicant has demonstrated
compliance the National Planning Policy Framework paragraphs 155 - 165 by ensuring that the proposal
would not increase flood risk elsewhere and will incorporate sustainable drainage systems, as well as
relevant guidance and standing advice.
TREE AND COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT
10/01/2019
I am in agreement with the report prepared by A.T Coombes in that trees identified are either of low value or,
as in the case of the Silver Birch (G9) are easily replaceable. The species and numbers of trees proposed for
mitigation planting are suitable and will, within relatively short time compensate for the loss. I have concerns
over the the lack of space within the site which will allow for planting to take place, ideally replacements
should be located on the site boundaries and to a lesser extent internally. The current layout does not appear
to allow for any suitable space for planting to take place. It is likely that some adjustments will be required in
order to achieve suitable landscaping, a landscaping plan should be providing indicating the proposed
planting positions for the trees proposed in the supplied TS and AIA.

21/01/2019
I am happy with the landscaping/maintenance proposal,  it is appropriate for the site and will more than
compensate for the tree removals as shown in the provided TS&AIA.
ECOLOGICAL AND BIODIVERSITY CONSULTANT
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This planning application is supported by an Ecological Report (Wild Frontier Ecology; September 2018). The
report is fit for purpose. The mitigation measures proposed in the report will reduce the likelihood of impacts
to acceptable measures, therefore a condition is recommended to ensure the proposed development
proceeds in-line with the mitigation measures outlined in section 8 of this report and enhancement measures
outlined in section 9 of the report need to be incorporated into the sites design including the provision of at
least one bird box, one bat box and the planting of trees and shrubs.
CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER
The information submitted demonstrates that the concentration of contaminants were below screening levels
for commercial end use, and that a low to very low contamination risk to human end users, construction
workers, controlled waters and buildings and services, Approval is therefore recommended subject to an
unexpected contamination condition to alleviate environmental concerns.

REPRESENTATIONS

None

ASSESSMENT NOTES

Principle

The application site lies within a designated employment site in Swaffham.  It is surrounded by other
employment uses to its east, west and south boundaries.  To the north is the A47, although not abutting the
application site.  In between the site and the A47 is a further allocation for employment land.

Policy CP3 promotes the use of general employment areas for employment uses and DC6 states that B1, B2
and B8 users will be permitted in these areas, where it is not a town centre use and it will not undermine the
function of the wider employment area.  Although a Police use, such as this, is a sui generis use, there are to
be offices contained within the premise and given that this is not a town centre use and the scale of the
buildings and land required and its use as employment, then this is considered suitable in this location.
Therefore, in principle the proposal is considered in accordance with Policies CP3 and DC6 of the Core
Strategy.

Character and Design

Policy 12 of the NPPF and DC16 of the Core Strategy seek to achieve a high quality design.  Policy 11 of the
NPPF seeks to make effective use of land.

The application site is a fairly long, narrow plot.  The site has been designed with the main bulk of the
building, to be a high two-storey development sitting in an L shape running across the frontage of the site and
along its eastern boundary.  Some vegetation across the frontage of the site is to be removed to
accommodate this.  Access to the site will be from its western side, past the frontage of the building.  Direct
access off the front of the site is not possible due to drainage lagoon at the front of the site, another reason
for the removal of vegetation.  The majority of the site then becomes hardstanding to accommodate car
parking.  Security fencing and gates are proposed around much of the site, which is to be 2.4metre high weld
mesh fence - black.
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The main building is to be fairly modern in appearance and at a height of 10.74m to the ridge.  It will hide
many of the other proposed single storey structures within the site.  It will have corner presence as you
approach the site and is to be built of brick with cladding panels and large glazed windows, which is
considered to fit with its surroundings.  Some additional planting is proposed to mitigate the loss of what is
being removed at the frontage of the site, although unfortunate, given the age and value of the existing
species then this is considered acceptable and the Tree officer has checked the proposals in this regard.
The application proposes solar panels to the front elevation, given the height of the building and the materials
proposed these will not be unsightly and will assist with the buildings sustainability credentials, as well as the
others proposed, which is in accordance with DC14 of the Core Strategy that supports sustainable building
forms and construction.

The scale of the building, although quite large for a two-storey building, steps down to single-storey at the
rear of the site, along the eastern boundary, this reduces the scale quite considerably.  The proposed design
with the overhang roof on this rear element also helps give the appearance of a lower structure, as well as
providing a sheltered walkway.  This single-storey element will be dark grey metal clad which will give this
quite an industrial feel but again will be largely hidden from its surroundings by the main frontage buildings
and given its context would not necessarily be out of place.  There are other quite industrial elements on the
rear of the building including external metal staircase and loading doors.  For the same reasons these do not
make the development unacceptable.

There are some other small buildings proposed as part of the development including a bungalow for offices
and store rooms, this is to be red brick with timber cladding and imitation slate roof with police signage on its
front elevation.  A external storage building, which is to be dual roofed sloped, single-storey and timber clad
with steel post supporting the roof.  A covered vehicle wash bay, which is to be single-storey, timber clad
building with slopping roof.  A motorcycle store and cycle store.  Also proposed is a mast compound to house
a 35 metre communications mast.

As the majority of these buildings are relatively small and single-storey they will be hidden from view by the
main frontage building and unlikely to impact the character of this area to its detriment and for these reasons
are considered acceptable.  The bungalow proposed will be tied to use as offices via a suitably worded
condition to ensure compliance with policies CP3 and DC6 of the structure plan and as the development is
unsuitable for residential due to its surrounding uses and the noise and disturbance from the movement of
cars and the lack of private amenity space, a dwelling in this location would be contrary to policy DC1.

Given how flat the site is then views to the mast may be possible from the surrounding area and the A47.
However, there is intervening vegetation and space in-between the site and the A47 so as not to significantly
distract drivers and the given the context of this area then the communications mast is not considered to
have such a significant impact on its character to warrant refusal of this application.  There is also an existing
wind turbine to the west of the site, which has a similar impact.

The proposed fencing surrounding the site, although not ideal in appearance for the street scene or the
character of the area is mesh fencing and required for security given the end user.  That that you can see
through the fencing and landscaping is proposed, which will be conditioned, which will soften its appearance
then the proposal is considered acceptable in this instance.

The proposal is therefore considered to accord with Policy 12 of the NPPF and DC16 of the Core Strategy.

Amenity

Policy DC1 of the Core Strategy seeks all new development to protect the amenity of the area, for
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neighbouring and future occupants.

The proposal is well distanced from any residential properties so as not to impact their amenity.  The
proposal is therefore considered in accordance with Policy DC1.

Access and Car parking

There are two access into the development, one for the police and servicing and another to be the public
entrance.  The proposed access to the site already exists, although to be widened.  The Highways Authority
suggest some improved surfacing in this regard but have no objections to the proposals in either highways
safety terms or access to the site subject to a condition, as recommended, for the access and car parking to
be laid out prior to first use.

Highways England have also been consulted and raise no objections to the proposals.

Policy DC19 sets out parking standards for new development,  The Highways Authority have indicated that
the proposed level of car parking exceeds car parking standards.  However, the applicant has confirmed that
this is due to operational vehicles associated with the use being stationed at this site creating a requirement
for additional car parking.  For these reasons the proposed level of car parking is considered acceptable in
this instance.

The Highways Authority has also commented that the initially proposed 10 cycles spaces falls well short of
recommended guidance.  The applicants have therefore revised their proposals and have agreed to provide
the required 34 cycle spaces (17 hoops), which will be the subject of an appropriately worded condition.  The
applicants state that the scheme will maintain and promote the existing public transport infrastructure and
services, utilising the local bus stops on Green Way and Castle Acre Road which are within walking distance
of the site.  On this basis the site is considered to have good accessibility and is acceptable in highways
terms.

Trees

As set out above, there is a degree of vegetation removal required to develop the site as proposed, this is
largely to the southern, frontage of the site, which is regrettable.  However, the tree officer has reviewed the
proposals and is satisfied given the species, quality and age of the trees to be removed and on the basis of
the replacement planting scheme provided, which will be conditioned.  For these reasons the proposal is
considered to accord with Policy DC12 of the Core Strategy, which seeks to protect trees and hedgerows.
There is vegetation to the other boundaries of the site which will be protected and enhanced.

Other matters

Ecology
Policies 15 of the NPPF and CP10 of the Core Strategy require the protection and enhancement of
biodiversity.  NPPF paragraph 170 states that planning policies and decisions should minimise impacts on
and provide net gains for biodiversity; paragraph 174 requires plans to pursue opportunities for securing
measurable net gains; paragraph 175 requires planning decisions to encourage biodiversity improvements in
and around developments; and paragraph 118 states that the planning system should take opportunities to
secure net environmental gains.

The applicants have submitted an ecology report which addresses matters of ecology protection, mitigation
and enhancement.  Our ecologist are satisfied with the information submitted and recommended conditions
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with regards to conditioning the measures within the report and providing bat and bird boxes, which are
recommended to be imposed.  The proposal is therefore considered in accordance with Policy 15 of the
NPPF and CP10 of the Core Strategy.

Contamination
Policy 15 of the NPPF states that planning decisions should take account of ground conditions and
contamination risk.  Sufficient information has been provided to address matters of contamination and
environmental health are satisfied in this regard, subject to the imposition of an unexpected contamination
condition, which is also recommended.

Flood risk and drainage
Policy 14 of the NPPF requires seeks to direct new development away from areas at highest risk of flooding
and for new development to not increase flood risk elsewhere.

Anglian Water has no concerns with regards to foul water drainage or used water drainage but have
suggested a condition with regards to surface water drainage, with the preferred method being SUDs.  The
submitted Ground Investigation report sets out that the ground is not suitable to use SUDS or infiltration
measures for surface water on site.  There is also no watercourse close by to connect into.  The proposed
lagoon at the frontage of the site is an attenuation measure before connecting to the surface water system in
Green Way and as a way to improve the ecology of the site. The flow rate required into Green Way will be
dictated by whoever is responsible for the surface water system, which is not thought to be Anglian Water as
the road is not currently adopted.

The applicants have stated that if they were able to they would ideally be using SUDS but due to the poor
ground conditions the lagoon is in place for landscaping and attenuation measures instead.  From a
discussion with the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) they note that the infiltration rates, as stated in the
submitted drainage report are above their minimum requirements and therefore infiltration may be possible.
They also said clarification should be sought on who owns the surface water system and whether a
connection is possible before planning permission is granted.  The proposed drainage strategy will be
conditioned, as per AW advice and infiltration will need to considered and demonstrated further that this is
not possible.  An update to members will be provided at the Committee with regards to ownership and
possibility to connect to the surface water system.

RECOMMENDATION

Subject to the imposition of the conditions recommended, the proposal is considered in accordance with the
adopted development plan and NPPF and therefore it is recommended for approval.

CONDITIONS

2 Full Permission Time Limit (3 years)
The development must be begun not later that the expiration of THREE YEARS beginning
with the date of this permission.
Reason for Condition:-
As required by section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

3 In accordance with submitted plans NEW 2017
The development must be carried out in strict accordance with the application form, and
approved documents and drawings as set out in the table at the end of this notice.
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Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory development of the site.

4 Materials
The materials to be used in the external elevations of the buildings hereby approved,
including the fenestration, shall be as set on the submitted application form and drawings
received on 29/10/2018, unless otherwise first agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development, in accordance with Policy DC 1
and DC 16 of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development
Plan Document 2009.
This condition will require to be discharged

5 Indicated landscaping to be implemented
The landscaping shown on the plan reference LD02 and detailed on the submitted
Landscape Schedule, Landscape Specification and Planting Schedule submitted on
21/01/2019 shall be carried out during the first planting season October/March immediately
following the commencement of works on site. Any trees or plants which within a period of 5
(five) years from the completion of the landscaping die, are removed or become seriously
damaged or diseased shall be replaced during the next planting season with others of
similar size and species unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent to any
variation.
Reason for condition:-
In the interests of the satisfactory appearance of the development in accordance with DC12
and DC16 of the Breckland Adopted Core Strategy.

6 Non-standard highways condition
Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted the proposed access/on-
site car and cycle parking/servicing/loading/unloading/turning/waiting areas shall be laid out,
demarcated, levelled, surfaced and drained in accordance with the approved plan and
retained thereafter available for that specific use.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the permanent availability of the parking/manoeuvring areas, in the interests of
satisfactory development and highway safety.

7 Cycle parking
Prior to first occupation of the development hereby permitted, a minimum of 17 hoops for
cycle storage shall be erected in the areas shown on approved plan reference 52 P6
received on 21/01/2019 and permanently maintained in that form.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the permanent availability of appropriate cycle parking, in the interests of
satisfactory development, in accordance with Policy DC19 and Policy 2 of the NPPF.

8 Non-standard drainage condition
The development shall accord with the details contained within the submitted Site Drainage
Scheme submitted on 15/11/2018 and Drainage Layout Dwg 70/A submitted on 20/11/2018
and shall be permanently maintained in this form.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure that the site is appropriately drained and to avoid any risk of flooding elsewhere,
in accordance with Policy 14 of the NPPF and DC13 of the Breckland Adopted Core
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Strategy.
9 Contaminated Land - Unexpected

Contamination
In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the approved
development that was not previously identified it must be reported in writing immediately to
the Local Planning Authority. An investigation and risk assessment must be undertaken in
accordance with details to be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority.  Where
remediation is necessary, a remediation scheme must be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.  Following completion of measures identified in the
approved remediation scheme a verification report shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the land and
neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled waters, property and
ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be carried out safely without
unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors.
This condition is imposed in accordance with CP9 of the Breckland Adopted Core Strategy.
This condition will require to be discharged

10 Ecology
The development shall proceed in-line with the mitigation measures outlined in section 8 of
the Ecological Report (Wild Frontier Ecology; September 2018) and enhancement measures
outlined in section 9 of the report and prior to first occupation at least one bird box and one
bat box shall be erected within the site, or in accordance with a scheme that shall first be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason for condition:-
To protect and enhance biodiversity in accordance with Policy 15 of the NPPF and CP10 of
the Breckland Adopted Core Strategy.

11 Define the permission (no residential)
The buildings hereby approved shall be used for the purposes, as shown on the approved
plan and stated on the submitted application form and for no other purpose, including C3
(residential) without the prior written consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory development of the site and to not impact the amenity of any
future occupants in accordance with Policy DC1 of the Breckland Core Strategy.
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